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The Ultimate Precision Muzzleloader:   
Ultimate Firearms BP Xpress - A Rifle of Extremes 
“PUT 'EM IN A PILE AT A QUARTER OF A MILE”  

 
       By Jungle Jim Scott   Copyright 2007 

     
     If you have a passion for big game hunting and target shooting, you owe it to 
yourself to read every word of this article. Via my article, you can vicariously 
experience the worlds’ most accurate and most powerful muzzleloading black powder 
rifle. A newly patented, custom muzzleloading rifle capable of extreme long-range 
accuracy is now available to big game hunters and target shooters alike. The Ultimate 
Firearms Black Powder (BP) Xpress is a precision muzzleloader known for its extreme 
accuracy…like 3.75" groups and harvesting Elk at 500-yards. This amazing 3.75" 5-shot 
group was fired by Randy Johnson in September of 2004 with two witnesses present. 
This rifle is also known by two additional registered trademarks, “The Ultimate 
Muzzleloader” and “The 500 YD”…which translates into “the 500-yard rifle”. In my 
opinion, the Ultimate Firearms BP Xpress is not the next “evolutionary” change to in-
line muzzleloaders; it is indeed a “revolutionary” improvement to muzzleloaders. Like 
the invention of the wheel, this rifles unique ingenious mechanical design will leave you 
wondering why someone didn’t invent it years ago. This scientifically superior patented 
design results in extreme safety, extreme quality, extreme reliability, extreme ease of 
loading-unloading-cleaning, extreme velocity, extreme terminal performance, and most 
important, extreme long-range accuracy. What is so different, you ask, about this superb 
hunting rifle? Read on and I will illuminate your mind with detailed factual information 
concerning this revolutionary black powder rifle.  
     First, the BP Xpress was primarily designed for long-range big game hunting. It is 
available in four different models; the Hunter, the Infinity, the Remington 40X Ultra 
and my favorite, the carbon fiber 50X Stealth model. Each model is a custom rifle, hand-
made one at a time to precise tolerances. Left hand versions are available as an option. 
The Hunter and Infinity models are available with a stainless steel Remington 700 or 
Howa 1500 action. The 40X Ultra model has a stainless Remington 40X action. The 50X 
Stealth model has a Remington 700 action with a special black weather-proof coating. 
The 26" (optional 24") .50 caliber Lothar-Walther stainless steel match barrel is custom-
made in Germany. The .50 caliber bore has six lands and six grooves with a right hand 1-
in-26" twist that will stabilize a bullet weighing up to 650-grains. This rifle is primarily 
designed for saboted sub-caliber bullets for optimal long-range accuracy. The barrel is 
not fitted with front or rear mechanical sights; however, the receiver is drilled and tapped 
to mount scope bases. The custom single stage trigger is set to initiate the firing process 
with only three pounds of pressure. Arnold Jewell custom match triggers and others are 
available as an option on request. The total length of the standard BP Xpress is 47". The 
Hunter model I tested had a 3-9X Burris scope and weighed 10.5 pounds. In contrast, I 
weighed my old, scope-mounted .50 caliber Remington 700ML stainless muzzleloader 
and it weighs 9.3 pounds with the hollow factory synthetic camouflage stock. My old 
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muzzleloader is nearly three pounds heavier than my new BP Xpress carbon fiber 50X 
Stealth model which tips the scales a bit over 6 pounds. 
     Many custom options are available at the customer’s request when you place your 
order for a BP Xpress. The Hunter model is available with two attractive laminated wood 
thumbhole or classic-style stocks from either Accurate Innovations and Lucid Stocks. 
The stocks are available in four different color schemes: Ghost, Pepper, Autumn Dawn 
and Nutmeg. The Infinity model has a similar thumbhole stock with an integral aluminum 
bedding chassis that aids in further isolating barrel vibrations. The Remington 40X Ultra 
model stock includes the aluminum bedding chassis yet is made of Presentation Grade 
walnut with an ebony forend. Interestingly, four of the BP Xpress Remington 40X Ultra 
models were recently delivered to the top Executives at Remington Arms. Barrels shorter 
than 26" are available as an option. This option is especially attractive to youth/female 
shooters. I prefer the 50X Stealth model that is available with a special Remington 700 
action, ultralight carbon fiber stock and an optional 24" carbon fiber wrapped ultralight, 
yet very stiff, Lothar-Walther barrel. I consider the 50X Stealth model to be the perfect 
muzzleloader for my kind of big game hunting. I do a lot of stalking. My BP Xpress 50X 
Stealth was custom made to my specifications and is the first one made using a Titanium 
Remington 700 action. It weighs slightly over six pounds and feels as light as a small 
boat paddle when slung over my shoulder. I am frequently presented with the opportunity 
to shoot at big game beyond 250-yards where my “old muzzleloader” is ineffective. That 
is no longer enough reason for me to pass on trophy animals. To quote the renowned big 
game hunter Jim Shockey, “When you hunt with a weapon with a limited range 
capability, you have to get used to disappointment.” I agree with Jim; therefore, I choose 
not to hunt with a range-limited weapon. My 50X Stealth BP Xpress eliminates that 
disappointment by extending the maximum effective range of my muzzleloader beyond 
500-yards. That peace of mind justifies 100% of the cost of my rifle to me. Are you 
concerned about the recoil of the ultralight 50X Stealth model? Well, don’t be over 
concerned. The superb carbon fiber stock is fitted with either an Ultimate Firearms recoil 
pad or a Sims Limbsaver recoil pad that reduces felt recoil considerably. In fact, Brenda 
Valentine, “The First Lady of Hunting”, uses an ultralight BP Xpress 50X Stealth model 
as her personal muzzleloader. I am one of Brenda’s biggest fans. You’ll see Brenda’s 
custom rifle on the Outdoor Channel in the very near future.   
     The retail cost of the BP Xpress Hunter model that I tested is $1600. In my opinion, 
this superb muzzleloader is worth every penny and its tremendous increase in 
performance over my old muzzleloader totally justifies the investment. Here’s the key; 
the BP Xpress provides the high performance of a centerfire rifle out beyond 500-yards in 
a muzzleloading rifle. That increase in performance is a huge advantage for big game 
hunters like me because the early muzzleloading season for Whitetails coincides with the 
peak of the breeding rut. Trophy Whitetails are typically very nocturnal during the rifle 
season that follows the early muzzleloading season. Since the breeding rut is the best 
opportunity we have to harvest a trophy Whitetail, I realized my muzzleloader is the 
most important hunting rifle I own. Furthermore, my BP Xpress gives me the 
performance of a centerfire rifle during the late muzzleloading season that opens after our 
rifle season closes. The late muzzleloading season coincides with the late breeding rut in 
mid-December (for does that were not bred in November) that occurs 32 days after the 
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early rut. Whether you have realized it yet or not, your muzzleloader is probably the 
most important hunting rifle you own too! Give it some deep thought. 
     Second, this rifle is extremely safe. In my opinion, the BP Xpress is the world’s safest 
muzzleloader…period. Unlike most in-line muzzleloaders, the primer and ignition system 
of the BP Xpress is fully enclosed in three rings of stainless steel just like your centerfire 
rifle. This safety feature eliminates all blow back gases that are common to many 
muzzleloaders. For example, the blow back from the exposed ignition system on my “old 
muzzleloader” caused discoloring powder burns on the bottom of my expensive Leupold 
Vari-X III scope. I had to wrap the mid-section of my scope with electrical tape to 
prevent ruining the scope. Each hunting season in the US, many hunters suffer permanent 
eye injuries from blow back gases and fragments of split percussion caps. Refer to the 
cover photo on your October 2006 issue of Precision Shooting magazine. You can clearly 
see the hot projectiles exiting the explosive fireball from the flash pan of Jonathan Hill’s 
Flintlock rifle. Ask yourself, how many times have your percussion caps split or 
separated from back pressure? The ingenious ignition system in the BP Xpress eliminates 
the inherent safety hazard associated with exposed ignition systems. For that reason 
alone, this rifle would make a perfect Christmas or Birthday gift for your son, daughter, 
grandson, granddaughter, wife, business partner, professional (pilot, surgeon, etc), 
hunting buddy or other friend who hunts with a muzzleloader and whose eye sight is 
critically important. More importantly though, the enclosed ignition system combined 
with the advanced breach plug design guarantees that this rifle won’t misfire the way 
many other black powder rifles commonly do when hunting in wet or cold weather. This 
safety feature is critically important to hunters who pursue dangerous game with a 
muzzleloader. The extreme reliability of this rifle is not just a convenience; it may save 
your life while hunting Bears in Alaska or Cape Buffalo in Africa. Many Professional 
Hunters and Safari Club International (SCI) members highly recommend the BP Xpress 
as “The Ultimate Precision Muzzleloader” to carry hunting in Alaska, Canada or 
Africa. In fact, with 400-grain bullets and four 50-grain pellets of Pyrodex, the BP Xpress 
performs similar to a .458 Winchester Magnum. Hence, if you desire to hunt dangerous 
game (Buffalo, Hippo, Lions, Crocs, Leopards or Bears) at close-range; and Deer, Elk, 
Caribou, Sheep, Moose or Plains Game at long-range with a muzzleloader, the BP Xpress 
is the rifle of choice. The bottom line is this, the absence of the risk of eye injuries and 
the elimination of misfires, from the advanced ignition system, results in extreme safety 
and extreme reliability.   
     Third, the BP Xpress exhibits extreme performance... Prior to Ken Johnston’s 
ingenious design, old-style muzzleloaders were generally limited to using 150-grains of 
black powder (3 X 50-grain pellets) and had exposed ignition systems with a percussion 
cap or 209 shotgun primer. In fact, most in-line muzzleloaders will not completely burn 
150-grains of black powder in a 24" barrel because of the much lower temperature of the 
fulminate of mercury percussion cap or shotgun primer. Most corrosive fulminate of 
mercury primed black powder muzzleloaders will only burn about 110-grains of black 
powder. The BP Xpress is totally different. Of course, it is best for your barrel not to use 
corrosive primers. You can load 200-grains of Pyrodex or Triple Seven pellets and launch 
a saboted 270-grain bullet at 2397 fps. Many hunters are loading three pellets (150-
grains) in the BP Xpress for close- and medium-range shots and four pellets (200-grains) 
for long-range shots. At this point, push the “record button” in your mind because my 
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next point is critically important. Those four pellets do not burn in the BP Xpress at a 
normal rate like they do in a conventional muzzleloader (approx. 19,000 psi). All 200-
grains of black powder burns in the first nine inches of bullet travel because the non-
corrosive hot lead stifate large magnum rifle primer causes a high order detonation of the 
black powder (approx. 52,500 psi). The resultant high pressure controlled detonation 
launches an extremely accurate 270-grain bullet at 2397 fps…nearly 750 fps faster than 
all other corrosive fulminate of mercury primed muzzleloaders (limited to 110-grains of 
black powder). Truly, the difference in the two ignition systems puts the BP Xpress in a 
league of its own. The BP Xpress creates a demarcation-line between the old and the 
new. In my book, the additional 750 fps in velocity is a key feature that made this rifle a 
must have item for me. Furthermore, if you are a highly-skilled shooter, you can expect 
three shot groups at 100-yards fired from a benchrest that measure between a half an inch 
and three quarters of an inch. Groups measuring 1.5" at 200-yards are common. You can 
expect minute-of-angle performance between 250- and 450-yards. Groups measuring 6" 
to 7" are the norm at 500-yards. However, groups measuring 3.75" and numerous big 
game animals have been harvested beyond 500-yards with the BP Xpress; hence, earning 
this rifle the nickname…The 500 YD (pronounced= “Five Hundred Why Dee”). Another 
benefit from the controlled detonation of the Pyrodex or Triple Seven pellets is that it 
eliminates the age-old “crack…boom lag time” in the firing process common to every 
other muzzleloader I’ve fired to date. The BP Xpress fires like a centerfire rifle. In fact, 
its very short four thousands of a second lock time is faster than some centerfire rifles. 
This feature allows you to hunt with a rifle that has performance equal to a centerfire rifle 
during the early and late muzzleloading seasons. Don Rust, the Technical Director for 
Ultimate Firearms, points out that, “In states like Ohio where hunters are limited to 
hunting Deer with a shotgun or a muzzleloader, the BP Xpress is a dream come true. For 
example, the BP Xpress permits Ohio hunters to Deer hunt with the equivalent of a 
centerfire rifle (an extremely accurate 270-grain bullet at 2397 fps) instead of a range-
limited shotgun. Therefore, Ohio hunters are no longer limited to the short effective range 
of their shotgun or old-style muzzleloader.” 
     Accurate Innovations in Rapid City, South Dakota manufactures many of the stocks 
available on the BP Xpress. Their fit and finish is superb. Accurate Innovations stocks 
have an optional integral aluminum bedding chassis that enhances accuracy by isolating 
barrel vibrations. These stocks are fitted with either a Sims Limbsaver recoil pad or an 
Ultimate Firearms recoil pad specially designed to withstand 70 foot pounds of recoil. 
Other stocks and recoil pads are available as options. The Ultimate carbon fiber 
composite stock that is standard on the 50X Stealth model is also available as an option. 
Accurate Innovations stocks are superb rifle stocks; I highly recommend them.  
     Fourth, the BP Xpress is made with extremely high quality components. These rifles 
are made by hand one at a time; they are not currently mass produced. They utilize 
stainless steel actions and barrels that are machined to precise tolerances. The barrel 
comes from Lothar-Walther in Koenigsbronn, Germany. Lothar-Walther has been 
manufacturing barrels since July of 1925. Lothar-Walther barrels are among the highest 
quality stainless steel rifle barrels on the market today. Many are in use by 1000-yard 
benchrest shooters. The “LW 50” stainless steel used by Lothar-Walther is considerably 
harder than 416R stainless steel and much more durable. In fact, LW 50 is used on many 
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European-made military weapons and is so hard that gunsmiths need special tungsten 
carbide cutting tools to machine it.  
     Fifth, the BP Xpress has an extreme ignition system. The BP Xpress incorporates an 
ignition process that achieves a new level of performance from muzzleloading rifles 
never before available. Ken Johnston describes the patented ignition process as the heart 
of his awesome rifle design. Ken explained, “The shooter loads the selected number of 
black powder pellets and then seats the bullet of their choice atop the powder. You then 
chamber a .45 Winchester Magnum pistol case, primed with a large rifle magnum 
primer (the hottest primer available), over a patented breech plug. Three pounds of 
pressure on the trigger releases the firing pin and the magnum rifle primer explodes in 
nanoseconds. The patented breech plug funnels the hot primer gases of molten lead stifate 
(moving at approximately 21,650 fps) through the hole in its center into the Hodgdon 
black powder pellets. This ignition system causes a controlled high order detonation of 
the black powder similar to smokeless powder in a centerfire rifle. Ballistic tests have 
confirmed that all of the black powder is consumed during this controlled detonation in 
the first nine inches of bullet travel. One key to this ignition process is that the non-
corrosive lead stifate magnum rifle primer is many times hotter than a conventional 
corrosive fulminate of mercury 209 shotgun primer or percussion cap (which pit barrels 
that are left uncleaned for long periods). The chemistry of the explosive compound in a 
magnum rifle primer is distinctly different from a percussion cap. That difference is what 
causes the controlled high order detonation in the ignition process rather than a slow 
conventional burn of the black powder pellets. Another result from a non-corrosive large 
rifle magnum primer is more consistent chamber pressures, greater accuracy and the 
elimination of misfires. To emphasize the huge difference in the two different primers, 
consider this. If you fire a magnum rifle primer alone without any black powder in the BP 
Xpress’ barrel, the magnum primer alone will launch a 270-grain Powerbelt Platinum 
bullet nearly 50 yards. In contrast, a 209 Shotgun primer fired by itself will not create 
enough pressure to even push a bullet out the end of the barrel of a conventional 
muzzleloader. As a result, you can bet that the BP Xpress will fire every time in extreme 
wet or cold weather. The bottom line is no misfires and no blow back.”  
     Sixth, the BP Xpress rifle is extremely easy to load, unload and clean. A secondary 
benefit from the controlled detonation of the black powder brings a very pleasant surprise 
to owners of the BP Xpress. Since all the black powder burns in the first nine inches of 
bullet travel, there is very little powder fouling left within the bore. In fact, there is less 
fouling than even a typical centerfire rifle. Furthermore, because you’re firing a saboted 
bullet, there is no copper or lead fouling in the bore. Hence, this rifle can be easily 
cleaned in less than two minutes using only five cleaning patches and Butch’s Bore 
Shine Black Powder Cleaner. This rifle is easier to clean than any rifle I own, including 
my .22 rimfire rifles.  
     Seventh, a few stories from hunters who use the BP Xpress afield deserve repeating. 
The real measure of any hunting rifle is how it has actually performed in the field. Fifty-
five documented kills on Elk, Moose, Deer, Bison, African Game, Sheep and Varmints, 
many at long-ranges, are in the photo gallery of the Ultimate Firearms website. You will 
also find twenty photos of test targets on their website to support my claims of extreme 
long-range accuracy. The BP Xpress “ain’t your Daddy’s smokepole”. A BP Xpress can 
“put 'em in a pile at a quarter of a mile”. Whether you are piling bullets in the X-ring 
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or piling up a Boone & Crockett Bull Elk; any hunter worth their salt can make it happen 
beyond a quarter of a mile with this rifle. During the 2005 Elk Season in New Mexico, a 
hunter harvested a huge Bull Elk with a BP Xpress during a cell phone call to Ken 
Johnston in Michigan. Ken received the call in his gunsmithing shop from a gentleman 
on a guided hunt who was glassing a huge Bull Elk at a measured range of 536-yards. 
The hunter called Ken for aiming advice with his Shepard scope. Ken advised the hunter 
to split the difference between the 500- and 600-yard aiming circles on his Shepard range 
finding reticle by a third. BANG! Ken heard the report of the BP Xpress over the phone. 
Immediately, Ken heard the cheering and laughing of the hunters and guides after they 
observed the bullet drop the huge Bull Elk. The possible new #2 Boone & Crockett Elk 
was harvested in New Mexico with a BP Xpress at 728-yards. That’s not a misprint, 728-
yards was the correct confirmed range from the rifle to the record B&C Bull Elk. In 
2004, Glenn Belyea harvested the new world record American Bison with his BP 
Xpress. In 2005, Ryan Johnson harvested a big Michigan 8-point Whitetail at 330-yards.  
Also in 2005, Paul Rambo took a 55-inch Bull Moose and Gerald Schave harvested the 
new #3 SCI Stone Sheep. In 2006, J. O. Fuller harvested a 203 3/8 point Boone & 
Crockett Whitetail at 260-yards with his BP Xpress Hunter. Also in 2006, Roger Raglin 
harvested the new #1 SCI world record black powder Black Buck in Texas. Sue Trott, co-
host of Great Lakes Outdoors, harvested the new #1 Boone & Crockett Black Bear (21 
4/8”) taken by a female in Saskatchewan. Finally, Billy “Catfish” Parker harvested a 
huge Elk in New Mexico with his BP Xpress at 170-yards on Hank Parker’s 3D hunting 
show. Are you convinced yet? 
     During August and September of 2006, I thoroughly tested one of the BP Xpress 
Hunter Model rifles. The test rifle belongs to my friend David Watson, the National Field 
Coordinator for Safari Club International (SCI). The testing occurred at the private range 
of Edmund Davidson, the world renowned custom integral knife maker, near Goshen, 
Virginia. Edmund Davidson is a five time (consecutive championships) Virginia State 
muzzleloading silhouette champion and has competed at the IBS Super Shoot and IBS 
Nationals. During those tests, the BP Xpress performed like a centerfire rifle. I had to 
keep reminding myself I was shooting a muzzleloader. Remarkably, even though I knew 
the superb reputation of the BP Xpress before hand, I was still amazed by its performance 
when I actually fired one for the first time. I fired a 1.18" group at 200-yards off 
sandbags with David Watson’s test rifle. This experience immediately retired my old 
muzzleloader to the “for sale” rack. It also gave me a degree of contempt for old-style 
priming systems when I realized the bullet was traveling 750 fps faster than a bullet fired 
from my 209 shotgun primed muzzleloader. I now harbor a lackadaisical attitude about 
hunting with or firing my old muzzleloader. In fact, the BP Xpress exceeded my 
expectations so much that it truly left me speechless when I fired a two shots at 300-
yards that were only .962" apart (with David and Edmund as my witnesses). The BP 
Xpress is truly a remarkable rifle and deserves its enviable reputation. 
     The information listed below is the result of three shot groups fired at 100-yards. 
Occasional three shot test groups at 100-yards with the BP Xpress measure as small as 
.450"; however, I found the group sizes below are the norm. The top recommended long-
range hunting load is four 50-grain Hodgdon pellets and a 275-grain Parker Ballistic 
Extreme bullet. The bullets that are highly recommended by the technical staff of 
Ultimate Firearms and me for big game hunting are; the 275-grain Parker Ballistic 
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Extreme, 285-grain Barnes SBT, 300-grain Hornady SST and 270-grain Powerbelt 
Platinum bullets. 
 
Powder  Type Bullet  Bullet weight           Velocity   Accuracy"@100 
 
  50 Grs Hornady SST (Target)      300 Grs           1268 fps       .250@50 yds 
100 Grs        Parker Ballistic Xtrm        275 Grs                  1876 fps  .746 
150 Grs Barnes SBT       285 Grs                  2153 fps             .777 
150 Grs Hornady SST     300 Grs           2116 fps             .724   
200 Grs Powerbelt Platinum    270 Grs           2397 fps  .645  
200 Grs Parker Ballistic Xtrm        275 Grs           2326 fps             .627 
200 Grs        Barnes SBT                       285 Grs           2157 fps            .692 
200 Grs Hornady SST     300 Grs           2262 fps             .636 
200 Grs Powerbelt Platinum    338 Grs           2177 fps             .726 
200 Grs Parker Hydra-Con    440 Grs           2035 fps             .814 
 
     The BP Xpress is also extremely versatile. A shot with 200-grains of Pyrodex has 
recoil equal to a 12 gauge slug gun. If you are recoil shy, there’s no problem. You can 
down load the BP Xpress to three pellets (150-grains) and launch a Barnes, Parker or 
Hornady (250- to 300-grain) bullet at 2050 fps (400 fps faster than conventionally primed 
in-line muzzleloaders). You can load two 50-grain pellets and launch those same bullets 
at 1865 fps (200 fps faster than conventional muzzleloaders) through a .75" bulls-eye at 
100-yards. By loading one 50-grain Pyrodex or Triple Seven pellet (the short-range target 
load), you eliminate most of the recoil and the BP Xpress will launch 275-grain bullets at 
1268 fps through a half inch circle at 50-yards. The 50-grain load is a perfect close-range 
hunting load for a young hunter. Due to the much hotter temperature of the patented 
ignition process and higher barrel quality, a BP Xpress will always have higher bullet 
velocities than a conventionally primed (percussion cap or 209 shotgun primer) 
muzzleloader fired with the same amount of black powder.  
     In summary, the Ultimate Firearms BP Xpress is a revolutionary rifle known for 
extremes in long-range accuracy, safety, quality, reliability, versatility and ease of 
loading, unloading and cleaning. Professional Guides and Hunters, like Hank Parker, 
Brenda Valentine, Roger Raglin, Fred Abbas, Randy Brooks, Billy Parker and Hank 
Parker Jr and many others, hunt with the BP Xpress. Concerning muzzleloaders, this rifle 
is perhaps the best kept secret among firearms industry insiders and Professional Hunters. 
However, you too can own a BP Xpress and become one of the relative few hunters that 
hunt with the most powerful and most accurate in-line muzzleloading rifle currently 
available. This precision rifle has a greater maximum effective range than any other 
muzzleloader and gives you a huge advantage to harvest that trophy big game that you 
have had to pass on before because the game was beyond the effective range of your low 
performance muzzleloader or your range-limited shotgun.  
     Finally, I recommend that you follow-up reading this article with a review of the 
photo gallery and demonstrational videos on the Ultimate Firearms website at 
www.ultimatefirearms.com. A picture is indeed worth a thousand words. To order your 
custom BP Xpress, call one of the four phone numbers listed under Ultimate Firearms 
below anytime from 9AM to 10PM (EST-Michigan). Once you receive your BP Xpress, 
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you will be able to make the long-range shots that you could previously make only with 
your centerfire rifle. You’ll be able to “put 'em in a pile at a quarter of a mile.” 
Furthermore, you’ll be equipped with “The Ultimate Precision Muzzleloader”, the 
state-of-the-art muzzleloading rifle that will guarantee you a distinct critical advantage to 
harvest trophy big game during the muzzleloading season. In my opinion, the BP Xpress 
is the safest, highest quality, easiest to load-unload-clean, most accurate and most 
powerful muzzleloader in the world. No other muzzleloading black powder rifle even 
comes close to its superb long-range performance. The BP Xpress is in a league of its 
own. Face it, you only live once; why not hunt with the best black powder hunting rifle 
made? I do not hunt solely to kill game; I hunt so that a part of my soul that would 
otherwise die can live. If you have a true passion for hunting big game with a 
muzzleloading rifle, I highly recommend that you too join the elite group of hunters who 
own the finest muzzleloading rifle in the world. Tell 'em Jungle Jim sent you! 
 
To order a BP Xpress rifle call: 
Ultimate Firearms Inc. 
(517) 349-2976 Ken  
(517) 552-7831 Randy  
(810) 266-4353 Don 
(810) 599-8498 Paul 
www.ultimatefirearms.com 
 
Safari Club International (SCI) 
David Watson, National Field Coordinator 
4800 West Gates Pass Road 
Tucson, AZ 85745-9490 
(520) 620-1220  
www.scifirstforhunters.org 
 
Edmund Davidson Custom Knives 
3345 Virginia Avenue 
Goshen, VA 
(540) 997-5651 
www.edmunddavidson.com 
 
Remington Arms 
870 Remington Drive 
Madison, NC 27025 
(800) 243-9700 
www.remington.com 
 
Accurate Innovations LLC 
2360 Deadwood Avenue, Suite A 
Rapid City, SD 57702 
(605) 341-0601 
www.accurateinnovations.com  
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Barnes Bullet Company 
PO Box 215 
American Fork, UT 84003 
(800) 574-9200 
www.barnesbullets.com 
 
Butch’s Bore Shine 
 (800) 22-LYMAN 
 (800) 225-9626 
www.lymanproducts.com 
 
Hornady Mfg. Company 
Box 1848 
Grand Island, NE  68802 
(800) 338-3220 
www.hornady.com 
 
Hodgdon Powder Company  
6231 Robinson 
Shawnee Mission, KS 66202 
(913) 362-9455 
www.hodgdon.com/pyrodex/ 
 
Arnold Jewell Triggers 
3620 Highway 123, 
San Marcos, TX  78666 
(512) 353-2999 
 
Lothar-Walther Precision (Barrels) Tools 
US Office  
3425 Hutchinson Road 
Cumming, GA 30040 
(770) 889-9998     
www.lothar-walther.de/html/369.php 
 
Lucid Solution Stocks 
1017 W 8th Avenue 
Mitchell, South Dakota 57301-1108 
(605) 996-7474 
www.lucidsolution.net 
 
Parker Productions (Bullets), Inc. 
1041 Springvalley Road 
Troy, ID 83871 
(280) 835-4174 
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www.parkerproductionsinc.com 
 
Powerbelt Bullets 
2316 East Railroad Street 
Nampa, ID 83687 
(800) 376-4010 
www.powerbeltbullets.com  
 
Jungle Jim Scott 
E-mail: junglejimscott@yahoo.com 
 
Safety note: the BP Xpress rifle was not designed to fire smokeless gunpowder of any 
type. Smokeless gunpowder should never be used in a BP Xpress. This safety note is 
written on the barrel of every BP Xpress rifle. This rifle was designed for Hodgdon 
Pyrodex or Triple Seven black powder pellets; however, equal charges of granular black 
powder can be used as well. Extensive testing has proven that the pellets tend to produce 
more consistent shot-to-shot velocities and more accurate groups. 


